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Evolution Tower  
Moscow \ Russia 

The building's dynamic architectural lighting becomes a lit landmark 
standing out on the urban nocturnal landscape.
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Evolution Tower

Moscow International Business Center

The building’s external lighting required a change of paradigm: 
working externally would have been extremely complex and 
costly, so a custom designed product was developed  
that was installed internally.

The 55-floor tower that wraps around 
itself and stands out on the landscape 
of the Moscow International Business 
Center that hosts some of the tallest 
buildings in Europe, was built between 
2011 and 2014. It was the brainchild 
of a design team that included the 
international studio RMJM, architect 
Tony Kettle and artist Karen Forbes, 
who were conceptually inspired by 
August Rodin's sculpture "The Kiss", 
from where the idea of the twisting 
stems from. Evolution Tower was 
purchased by Transneft in 2016 
becoming the main headquarters of 
the largest, state-owned oil pipeline 
company in the world.  
Dean Skira's lighting concept to 
illuminate the façades aimed to 

transform them into screens with 
individual manageable RGBW "dots" 
capable of changing colour and light 
intensity designing different effects,  
as well as the Transneft logo. That said, 
the height of the tower, its architectural 
twisting structure and the materials 
selected for the façade, as well as the 
fact that the construction was already 
complete, posed a vast number of 
restrictions: the external installation 
of products could only be done using 
Alpine climbing techniques considering 
the twists and inclinations of the glass 
surfaces that offer very few positioning 
points for the luminaires themselves; 
furthermore, the products would have 
been exposed to excessive temperature 
extremes in Moscow that varies from 

-40°C in winter to 40°C in summer. 
So, a change of paradigm was needed: 
why not work from the inside? 
The idea was devised to develop  
a luminaire that could be easily installed 
internally. From a formal point of view, 
the product was designed to hook on 
to the uprights used to slide the roller 
blinds, integrating perfectly with the 
aluminium components on the façade 
and this made installation easier thanks 
to the through cabling. 
The end effect is a luminaire that blends 
in perfectly with the architecture, 
even if it was not produced at the same 
time as the architecture itself; and 
a luminaire with remarkable 
performance, specifically for lighting 
and management. 

2019 – Moscow \ Russia
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 From a lighting point of view, the 
luminaire firstly had to be capable of 
developing an intensity that would 
ensure it was visible from a considerable 
distance; it had to offer the widest range 
of uniform colours possible, without the 
individual LEDs being visible; it had to 
respect the overall power limits required 
to light up the façade. The solution was 
a cylindrical luminaire that houses an 
RGBW LED circuit, a DMX RCM driver 
and consumes 15 W. 
Approx. 3,600 "dots" are arranged over 
the entire façade following a grid 
that becomes narrower between the 
40th and 47th floor to display the 
company logo. The luminaires are 
installed flush with the facades multiple, 
insulated glass panels.
In terms of management, the "dots"  

had to interact with the control system,  
not supplied by iGuzzini, that is used  
to for the automation of the entire 
building. Each "dot" is connected to 
both the power and the control cables. 
The DMX-RDM Driver used to control 
the colour change was compatible 
with the existing control system and 
offered considerable advantages in 
programming and management thanks, 
for example, to the automatic orientation 
of each individual luminaire, saving  
time on manual orienting which for  
3,600 "dots" would be a considerable 
amount of time. 
According to Nikolay Petrovich Tokarev, 
president of Transneft, the media 
façade helps identify the building, as a 
symbol of the new Russia on Moscow's 
nocturnal cityscape•

Year 2019 \ Client Transneft \ Architectural 
project RMJM \ Philipp Nikandrov, Tony Kettle, 
Karen Forbes \ Interior architects IQ, Elforma \
Lighting design Skira Architectural Lighting - 
Dean Skira \ General Contractor Velesstroy \ 
Photography Ivan Smelov

The dynamic lighting of Evolution Tower 
identifies it as a symbol of the new Russia,  
on Moscow’s nocturnal cityscape.

2019 – Moscow \ Russia

1 Evolution Tower
2 Bashnya Imperiya
3 Mercury City Tower

4 City of Capitals
5 Federation Tower
6 City of Capitals

7 IQ-quarter
8 St. Basil’s Cathedral
9 Kremlin

10 Cathedral of Christ the Saviour
11 Ostankino Tower
12 Kotelnicheskaya 
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